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Merging Railway budget into Union budget 

1) Introduction 

 During the British rule — in the early 1920s — on the basis of the report of the Acworth Committee, 
railway finances were separated from the general finances. 

 Government has ended the 92-year-old practice of having a separate rail budget  

 During the British reign, having a separate Railway budget made sense because a larger part of the 
country’s GDP depended on railway revenue.  

2) Recommendations for Merging 

 Many committees have recommended doing away with the rail budget, reasoning it did not serve 
any purpose while politicising the process, making fares almost impossible to rise and using the 
railways as a vehicle to dispense patronage.  

 A committee headed by Niti Aayog member Bibek Debroy had noted that a separate railway budget 
was only a ritual as it had diminished in size relative to the general budget.  

3) Present situation 

 Currently, the Indian Railways suffers from a massive revenue deficit; the burden of which will be 
transferred to the finance ministry after the merger.  

 The Railways has structural problems. It needs rapid modernisation and reforms.  

 The largest employer in the country with the largest rail network in the world now accounts for a 
meagre 15 per cent of the total Union Budget.  

 The delay in completion of projects resulted in cost overrun of Rs. 1.07 lakh crore 

 Lack of reforms and investment has hurt the growth of facilities and infrastructure of the railway. 

 Indian Railways is completely owned by the central government and private investment is almost 
negligible. 

 It has failed to address issues pertinent to railways, be it poor financial situation or high freight 
charges or heavy cross subsidization. 

4) Advantages 

 Abolishing the rail budget will give the national transporter an annual breather of Rs 9,700 crore 
even if it won't be able to get out of its social obligations  

 Financial burden of dividend has gone off from the Railways so they will now have more resources 
in hand  

 It serves the useful purpose of removing the rail budget from the glare of populist politics  

 This will help in enhancing capital expenditure 
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  It would help the Railways raise extra capital expenditure that would allow them to enhance 
connectivity in the country and boost economic growth. 

 There will be less of political pressure on the Railway budget and the centre will have the ultimate 
hold of the decision making. 

 Indians collectively stand to benefit if the performance of railways improves. 

 Decisions like fare hikes would now become routine ones taken any time during the course of a 
year without as much public glare 

 Merging of railway budget with finance budget would definitely reduce fiscal deficit and induce 
fiscal consolidation. 

 It will bring harmony in policy framework if budget is prepared by one organisation viz Ministry of 
Finance. 

 It is expected to reduce the procedural requirements and instead bring into focus on the aspects of 
delivery and good governance. 

 Joint ventures with state governments will pick up speed. 

5) Concerns 

 The move could lead eventually to the corporatisation of the railways  

 A fall in revenue or gross receipts in the general budget will mean the finance ministry will be 
carrying out similar cuts in expenditure allocated to railways, too. 

 Railways might see drastic disadvantage if the merging doesn’t reap the desired result. 

 The merger may make the Railways just another government department. In the process, it could 
also lose its commercial character.  

 With no fare hike, salaries, fuel and equipment costs will also suffer.  

 Any attempt to privatise the Railways and bring in more investment from outside will suffer a blow 
after the merger 

6) Need of the hour 

 Expenditure reforms also need to be carried out.  

 autonomy of the railways and the structure of railway board needs to be maintained  

 An urgent requirement is the need to improve accounting systems in railways. 

 Along with accounting reforms, a regulatory body has to be established soon. 

 An independent regulator, with access to an improved railway accounting system, will benefit both 
consumers and service provider.  
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 Exploring ways to cut short railway expenses particularly concession and subsidy on passenger 
fares. 

 Railway board needs to be strengthened and railways ministry needs to explore other ways of 
meeting its financial needs 

 Focus on policy issues which remain untackled like services offered, security issues, tailing it with 
dedicated freight corridors and Sagarmala projects among others. 

7) New changes in railways 

 Creating new organizations and changing its process of delivery to bring in more transparency. 

 new organisations such as Railway Planning and Investment Organisation, Special Unit for 
Transportation Research and Analytics(SUTRA) for data analytics and Special Railway Establishment 
for Strategic Technology & Holistic Advancement (SRESTHA) for R&D. 

 Indian Railways is introducing new services and upgrading existing ones and will be providing long 
distance services 

 Hurnsafar - three tier air conditioned, Antodaya- Completely Unreserved and Tejas- a premium 
travel experience on Indian Railways. 

 

 


